Let E be separable q-uniformly smooth Banach space, q ) 1, and let A: Ž . D A : E ª E be a K-positive definite operator. Let f g E be arbitrary. An iterative method is constructed which converges strongly to the unique solution of the equation Ax s f. Our result resolves two questions raised by C. E. Chidume Ž .
INTRODUCTION
Let H be a separable Hilbert space and let H be a dense subspace of 1 
Ž .
H. An operator A with domain D A = H is called continuously H -in- 1 1 Ž .ertible if the range of A, R A , with A considered as an operator Ž . restricted to H is dense in H and A has a bounded inverse on R A . It is easy to see that the class of Kpd operators contains, among others, the class of positive definite operators, and also the class of invertible Ž . operators when K s A as its subclasses. Furthermore, for a proper choice of K, the ordinary differential operators of odd order, the weakly elliptic partial differential operators of odd order, and others, are members of the class of Kpd operators. Moreover, if the operators are bounded, the class of Kpd operators forms a subclass of symmetrizable operators studied w x Ž w x. by Reid 12 
w x
Corrigendum. The Banach space X in Theorem 1 of 9 need not be strictly convex. It is intended that the dual E* be strictly convex and this is Ž . imposed only to ensure that the duality map defined below is single-val-Ž . ued. Moreover, condition 6 of the paper should be added in the statement of the theorem.
Ž . In the special case of Theorem CA1 in which E s L or l spaces with p p pG2, and is separable, the authors constructed an iteration process which converges strongly to the unique solution, pro¨ided A and K commute. In fact, they proved the following theorem: Ž . Ž . Remark 2. We remark here that the iteration method 3 ᎐ 5 for solving the operator equation Ax s f was motivated by the desire to extend methods which had hitherto been studied only in Hilbert spaces Ž w x. see, for example, 10, 11 to more general Banach spaces. With the main Ž . Ž . Ž . theorem of this paper and the iteration process 8 ᎐ 10 below , it is now possible to extend these iteration processes to Banach spaces much more Ž Ž . . general than Hilbert spaces see also Remark 3 below .
PRELIMINARIES
Let E be a real Banach space and let q ) 1. The generalized duality mapping J from E to 2 E* is defined by Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Observe that for Hilbert spaces, inequality 7 reduces to that of Petryshyn w x w x 11 and the above definition agrees with that given in 11 .
Main Results
We prove the following results: Ž . inequality 7 .
Ž .
Proof. This is obvious from inequality 7 and the properties of J q and K. 
Ž . ti¨ely from an arbitrary x g D A by
Ž . Proof. The existence of a unique solution to Ax s f follows from Theorem CA1, after observing that the strict convexity assumption on E* Ž . Ž . was needed only to ensure that J is single-valued. Using Eqs. 8 ᎐ 10 , and the linearity of A and K we obtain
Ž . Using inequality 6 we obtain the computations 
² :
q Ž q y 1 . 
Ž .
Thus, qŽ qy1. 
Ž .
This inequality and Eq. 12 yield that ␥ ª 0 as n ª ϱ, i.e., Ax ª f as n n n ª ϱ . Since A has a bounded inverse, this implies x ª A y1 f, the n unique solution of Ax s f. The proof is complete.
Remark 3. The iteration process of our theorem has been studied by Ž various authors in the special case in which E is a Hilbert space see, for w x. example, 10 . conditions of our theorem reduce exactly to the conditions of Theorem 2 w x w x of 9 . Thus, it is obvious that our theorem extends Theorem 2 of 9 from Ž . L or l spaces, p G 2, to the more general class of Banach spaces p p considered here and without the commutativity assumption on A and K w x imposed in 9 .
